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asai ryus book on which the film is based is about three friends, none of whom is named kirishima. tetsuo, the main character of the film, is the second kirishima. the first kirishima is a character that kirishima has two friends named asai ryosuke and morita masahiro. they arent really mentioned that much in the book, but they are kirishima
and hiroki's childhood friends. asai is a writer and he is probably the closest to kirishima of the three. hiroki is a volleyball player and he is a central character in the film. hiroki is the first kirishima to appear in the film, in the opening scene where he is shown playing volleyball. hiroki is the one who takes kirishima's place on the team. this
doesnt happen until the film is halfway through, but this is one of those things that doesnt really matter as the film is still enjoyable and there is no point in hurrying over them. tetsuo is the third kirishima. he is the only one who doesnt seem to be a total outcast. he is an ordinary guy. the awakening has transformed him. some films find

themselves trapped in the muck of clichés and tropes, while others manage to transcend their genre and make something very special. this film is a brilliant example of a movie that has managed to transcend it genre to make something exceptional. director daihachi yoshida is one of my favorite up and coming directors, so much so that i
have a hand-picked wish list for him. as a director, he is very skilled at having his characters express their innermost thoughts, and put it in a realistic yet relatable way. there isn't a single character or scene that seems out of place or unrealistic. he does a fantastic job at evoking a believable environment, making the viewer feel as if they are
actually there. with that being said, kirishima thing is far from a simple film, but the level of complexity that he manages to achieve and the strength of his characters is something to admire. the cast of the film is very strong, with all of the characters having realistic backstories that fit with the characters personalities. the dialogue is also very

well written, and the story itself is incredibly compelling.
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